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Carl
28 years old customer care agent

Scenario
Carl is living in a city with a lot of 

public art, but he doesn’t always 

notice it while passing by and he 

doesn’t have the time to actively look 

it up. 

Goals
Carl wants to be able to discover art 

while passing it by traveling around 

the city. 

1. Get notified of piece

● Activate location tracking 
● Allow notifications
● Receive notification that an art 

piece is close by 

I don't want seek out art 
actively but enjoy it when I 
stumble across it.

● Let the users filter  what type 
of art they want to see. 

● If there is more than one piece 
close by, show a list and don’t 
spam with notifications.

3. See piece 

● Mark as seen
● option to document 

experience

It’s fun when you get to see 
things you otherwise wouldn't 
have.

● Have a Mark as seen button 
activate when you are close 
enough to the piece.

● Show a scoreboard for how 
many pieces has been seen to 
encourage users to see more.

2. Locate piece

● See piece preview/description 
to determine if the piece is 
interesting or not. 

● See route to piece 

I don’t want to have to take 
too much time locating the 
piece. I don’t have time for 
that. 

● Offer the user to open google 
maps to get direction if 
needed. 

● Show map with the user’s 
location and the location of 
the piece.
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Miles
43 years old banker

1. Locate art pieces

Scenario
Miles is going on a weekend trip to a 

city where he has never been before. 

He will spend the days walking 

around the city.

Goal
He wants see art pieces which he 

finds interesting close to the areas he 

will visit. 

● Search out the  area 
● See all art pieces around the 

area on a map 

I work a lot so when I have the 
time to go visit another city, I 
want to see as much as 
possible.

● Show a little picture of the art 
piece in the pin.

● Differentiate the pins in verified 
/unverified, seen/unseen to 
make browsing easier. 

● Let the user filter what type of 
art is showon. 

3. Make a list of art to see

● Make a list for the trip 
● Save the pieces that seems 

interesting to the list 

I don’t want to waste my time 
on anything that isn’t 
interesting to me. 

● Let users make personal 
save-lists and add art pieces to 
them. 

● Let the user view these pieces 
on the map or filter to only get 
notified when these pieces are 
close by.  

2. Research art pieces

● See list of art pieces
● Preview the art to determine if 

hey are interesting for the user.
● Read description of art. 

I would like to be able to read 
about the art at home and then 
go out.

● Let the user see the results as a 
list as well to make it easier to 
preview info about the art. . 
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Kathrin 
65 years old. Retired

Scenario
Kathrin is starting to discover more 

art now that she is retired and have 

the time. 

Goals
Kathrin wants to connect with family 

and sharing art spotting experiences 

and progress of achievements. 

1. Connect with family

● Invite family to join. 
● Create group 

I want to connect more with my 
son and grandkids and it’s fun 
to play and discover new things 
together. 

● Locate people using facebook 
or by username. 

● Let users create groups and 
invite specific people. 

3. Share progress

● Share progress in the group.
● See the activity of the people in 

your group .
● Comment on your own or 

others progress. 

I enjoy taking pictures and 
sharing my experience with my 
friends and family.

● Have a news feed where the 
user can see their own and 
group members activity. 

● Have activity automatically 
come up, but also let the user ad 
pictures and comments. 

2. Discover art

● Come across art in the real 
world 

● Mark it as seen 
● Take and upload pictures

Now that I don’t have to spend 
my days at work, I want to 
discover all the little things in 
my hometown

● Let the user use the map to 
locate what art pieces are clos 
to them so that they can learn 
about it. 
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